Quick Reference Card: *SPP Integrated Marketplace Timeline*

As of 9/30/2016 for Operating Day 10/01/2016

- **Start of Gas Day (0900)**
- **Timely Gas Nom (1300)**
- **Evening Gas Nom (1800)**

**DA** = Day-Ahead  
**RUC** = Reliability Unit Commitment

Reserves Posted (0600)  
Bidding Closes (0930)  
Re-Offer Closes (1445)  
DA Market (0930-1400)  
DA RUC (1445-1715)
**Quick Reference Card: SPP Integrated Marketplace Timeline**

**Why?**

In 2014, FERC began the process of better aligning gas supply and electric supply schedules. The Final Rule, FERC Order 806:

- Moved the Gas Day’s 1130 Timely Nomination to 1300
- Changed the timing of the nomination cycles
- Added a 1900 intraday nomination

Under the original SPP Day-Ahead (DA) Market timeline (see right), results posted after the Timely Gas Nomination deadline at 1130, and DA Reliability Unit Commitment (RUC) results posted after the Evening Gas Nomination deadline at 1800. With SPP moving the DA Market from 0930 to 1400, Market Participants (MPs) will still not have DA Market results before the Timely Gas Nomination at 1300. However, with DA RUC moving to 1445-1715, MPs will have 45 minutes to analyze and submit nominations for the Evening Gas Nomination at 1800.

---

**Important Links:**

- [Gas Day Kickoff Meeting Registration](#)
- [Gas Day MP Testing Status Call Registration](#)
- [Other Gas Day Information (MIPO, Test Scripts, etc.)](#)

---

**Gas Day Testing Information:**

08/01/2016 -> 08/29/2016

- SPP conducting internal testing from 07/01-07/31
- If use MTE during this period, will see Gas Day timeline changes in that environment.
- Gas Day MP Testing will only include Markets System changes. No bid-to-bill.
- All MPs (resource owning and non-resource owning) who submit bids and offers required to participate.

For more information, see the [MIPO](#).